Anticipating seasonal climate anomalies is essential for defining short-term adaptation measures. To be actionable, many stakeholders require seasonal forecasts at the regional scale to be properly coupled to region-specific vulnerabilities. In this study, we present and preliminarily evaluate a regional-scale Seasonal Forecast System (SFS) over Central Italy. This system relies on a double dynamical downscaling performed through the Regional-scale Climate Model (RCM) RegCM4.1. A twelve-member ensemble of the NCEP-CFSv2 provides driving fields for the RegCM. In the first step, the RegCM dynamically downscales NCEP-CFSv2 predictions from a resolution of 100 to 60 km over Europe (RegCM-d1). This first downscaling drives a second downscaling over Central Italy at 12 km (RegCM-d2). To investigate the added value of the downscaled forecasts compared to the driving NCEP-CFSv2, we evaluate the driving CFS, and the two downscaled SFSs over the same (inner) domain. Evaluation involves winter temperatures and precipitations over a climatological period . Evaluation for mean bias, statistical distribution, inter-annual anomaly variability, and hit-rate of anomalous seasons are shown and discussed. Results highlight temperature physical values reproduction benefiting from the downscaling. Downscaled inter-annual variability and probabilistic metrics show improvement mainly at forecast lead-time 1. Downscaled precipitation shows an improved spatial distribution with an undegraded but not improved seasonal forecast quality.
Introduction
In the last few decades, the availability of climate information on different temporal and spatial scales has increased tremendously. If on the one hand climate projections (i.e., over several decades temporal horizon) represent the basis to define the next decades climate impact adaptation measures, on the other hand, many systems (agriculture, energy production, hydrology, water reservoir, and tourism) management particularly relies on climate information on a seasonal time scale. The latter can represent an essential tool to reduce societal vulnerabilities to the inter-annual climate fluctuation through short-term (i.e., next season) climate impact mitigation measures.
Seasonal forecasting represents an intermediate field where aspects typical of the short-term (weather forecast) and long-term (climate projections) interact. This aspect makes seasonal forecasting facing issues traditionally found in weather forecasting (e.g., difficulties on initializing simulations) and in long-term climate projections (e.g., realistic representation of slow varying feedback processes).
Seasonal Forecast Systems (SFSs) provide climate predictions on a time scale ranging from a few weeks to several months [1] . SFSs generally produce multiple simulations (ensemble) defining The Mediterranean basin is showing a sensitivity to climate change higher than the global average. For this reason, it has been identified as one of the climate change hot spots [26] . Furthermore, it is characterized by a large inter-annual variability as a consequence of the interaction between sub-tropical and mid-latitude climate dynamics. In this context, where most of the relevant economic sectors are deeply dependent on climate inter-annual variability (e.g., agricultural production and touristic activities) the availability of regional-scale seasonal climate information is essential in order to foster short-term climate impact reduction measures.
In this work, we present a novel regional-scale dynamically downscaled SFS, developed for operational purposes. It consists of a double dynamical downscaling performed over Central Italy by using a high-resolution RCM (RegCM4.1) driven by global-scale NCEP-CFSv2 fields. An evaluation of winter-season temperature and precipitation climatology, compared against reanalysis data sets, is performed and discussed. In this context, the potential added value of the downscaled RegCM forecast compared to the global-scale driving NCEP-CFS is investigated. The evaluation considers a climatological period of 22 years (1982-2003) . Investigation focuses on climatological monthly mean values representation, statistical properties, anomalies inter-annual variability, and probabilistic hit-rate of anomalous conditions for temperature at 2 m and precipitation.
Modeling Chain and Evaluation Metrics
The modeling chain proposed in this study consists of a double dynamical downscaling of global-scale CFS simulations performed by a high-resolution RegCM.
The RegCM is the 4th generation of the regional climate model developed at the International Center of Theoretical Physics [27, 28] . RegCM4.1 is a hydrostatic atmospheric model defined in the σ vertical coordinate system. Large-scale precipitation is parameterized by the Subgrid Explicit Moisture Scheme (SUBEX; [29] ). The Grell convection parameterization [30] uses the Arakawa-Schubert [31] closure schemes. Ocean fluxes computation are performed according to the [32] , scheme. Interactions between atmosphere and biosphere are described according to the Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme [33] . The convective precipitation component is parameterized by a cumulus-convection-scheme from [34] .
The driving CSF fields consist of a subset of 22 winter seasons ; November, December, January, and February months) retrospective forecasts (indicated as forecast throughout the paper), extracted from the NCEP-CFSv2 (Saha et al., 2014) data archive (https://nomads.ncdc.noaa.gov/ modeldata/). The CFS forecasts have initial conditions of 00:00, 06:00, 12:00, and 18:00 UTC every 5 days. To build the initial and boundary conditions for the RegCM, we consider three different start days (2, 7, and 12) of November for each year of the climatological 22-year period. Since every initialization day has in turn four initialization hours (00:00, 06:00, 1200, and 1800 UTC) we set up a lagged ensemble of twelve members. On each of the 22-year period, RegCM dynamically downscales each of the twelve members with a 3-month seasonal simulation from 1 December (corresponding to the first month with available simulations from all the twelve CFS members) to 28th February (29th). RegCM initial and boundary conditions consist of temperature, geopotential, specific humidity, and U-V wind components on 37 vertical pressure levels at 100 km horizontal resolution. More detailed information about the dynamical core and the physical parameterizations of the NCEP-CFSv2 can be found in [35] .
The first dynamical downscaling is performed at 60 km resolution over continental Europe (RegCM-d1 hereafter). The outputs of the first downscaling are used to build the initial and boundary conditions for the second dynamical downscaling (RegCM-d2 hereafter) with a domain centered over Central Italy at 12 km resolution ( Figure 1 ).
Figure 1.
Domains for the modeling chain adopted in this study. Global-scale CFS providing initial and boundary conditions for the RegCM-d1 over Europe (60 km resolution) which in turn defines initial and boundary conditions for the second RegCM-d2 downscaling over Central Italy at 12 km resolution.
We applied a three-step evaluation methodology in order to evaluate the potential added value of the downscaled seasonal forecasts with respect to what provided by the driving global-scale CFS. It consists of progressively evaluating CFS, RegCM-d1, and RegCM-d2 seasonal climatology on the common inner domain centered over Central Italy. The forecasts from the CFS are considered as benchmark to evaluate the potential added value of the two downscaled forecasts. As reference temperature and precipitation climatology we use the reanalysis data set provided by NCEP-CFSR [36] . Reanalysis products have a horizontal resolution of 36 and 50 km for temperature and precipitation data sets, respectively. The comparison between the global-scale CFS seasonal forecasts and the downscaled RegCM forecasts relies on the following evaluation metrics:
(i) Climatology mean bias spatial distribution;
(ii) Reproduction of the reanalysis climatological period statistical distribution; (iii) Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of the anomaly inter-annual variability; (iv) Probabilistic hit-rate of anomalous seasons based on tercile plots and reliability diagrams.
It should be noted that, even though all the SFSs considered here are provided as a daily-base time series, validation metrics consider monthly mean values for the winter season (namely December, January, and February months). The reason behind considering the selected winter months separately is to inspect the potential forecast skill degradation with the increasing of the forecast lead time increase.
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We begin by analyzing the capability of the three CFSs of reproducing physical values characterizing winter seasons of the climatological period. Operating over each grid node of the three systems, the data with different resolution from three Figure 1 . Domains for the modeling chain adopted in this study. Global-scale CFS providing initial and boundary conditions for the RegCM-d1 over Europe (60 km resolution) which in turn defines initial and boundary conditions for the second RegCM-d2 downscaling over Central Italy at 12 km resolution.
(ii) Reproduction of the reanalysis climatological period statistical distribution; (iii) Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of the anomaly inter-annual variability; (iv) Probabilistic hit-rate of anomalous seasons based on tercile plots and reliability diagrams. It should be noted that, even though all the SFSs considered here are provided as a daily-base time series, validation metrics consider monthly mean values for the winter season (namely December, January, and February months). The reason behind considering the selected winter months separately is to inspect the potential forecast skill degradation with the increasing of the forecast lead time increase.
Results and Discussion
Temperature Assessment
We begin by analyzing the capability of the three CFSs of reproducing physical values characterizing winter seasons of the climatological period. Operating over each grid node of the three systems, the data with different resolution from three CFSs have been interpolated on a common grid with the resolution of the reanalysis. Figure 2 shows the mean bias affecting the ensemble mean of the three CFSs for the three winter months. The original NCEP-CFSv2 shows large positive biases (up to 5 • C) in correspondence of the most complex-orography portion of the domain. At the same time, negative biases (down to −5 • C) are found over sea grid points. This bias pattern is similar for all the three lead time (December, January, and February) months. The first downscaling product, RegCM-d1, shows similar spatial distribution of the bias, even if the magnitude is reduced, especially over the sea grid points. A consistent reduction of biases can be seen in the RegCM-d2 product, with biases generally on the −1:+1 • C range. Larger biases up to +3 • C are found in the north-western and north-eastern border of the downscaled simulation, where numerical disturbance from the nesting can be expected. In general, as expected the higher resolution of the RegCM-d2, compared to the global-scale driven fields, provides an overall improved representation of the climatological temperature by removing orography-dependent bias resulted in the coarser resolution simulations. Figure 2 shows the mean bias affecting the ensemble mean of the three CFSs for the three winter months. The original NCEP-CFSv2 shows large positive biases (up to 5 °C) in correspondence of the most complex-orography portion of the domain. At the same time, negative biases (down to -5 °C) are found over sea grid points. This bias pattern is similar for all the three lead time (December, January, and February) months. The first downscaling product, RegCM-d1, shows similar spatial distribution of the bias, even if the magnitude is reduced, especially over the sea grid points. A consistent reduction of biases can be seen in the RegCM-d2 product, with biases generally on the -1:+1 °C range. Larger biases up to +3 °C are found in the north-western and north-eastern border of the downscaled simulation, where numerical disturbance from the nesting can be expected. In general, as expected the higher resolution of the RegCM-d2, compared to the global-scale driven fields, provides an overall improved representation of the climatological temperature by removing orography-dependent bias resulted in the coarser resolution simulations. Figure 3 concern the capability of SFS ensemble members and ensemble means to reproduce the climatological period statistical distribution (PDF). For this analysis, climatological period spatial means of the three SFSs are considered.
Data plotted in
Compared to reanalysis, CFSv2 ensemble produces a flatter-shape distribution with a consistent underestimation of the central distribution values frequency. At the same time, a frequency overestimation characterizes distribution tails, especially over the cold left-tail values. These features generally characterize the three forecast lead times. The downscaled SFSs similarly improve the representation of the winter climatology distribution. Both the central part of the distribution and the distribution tail values are better represented in the RegCM-d1 and RegCM-d2 simulations. No consistent differences between the two downscaled products are found. For what concerns the three different lead times, it can be noticed that the larger improvement from the higher resolution simulations occurs in the first forecast month (December). In fact, though improved when compared to the CFSv2, the central portion of the PDF in January and February is underestimated also in the two downscaled SFSs.
In Figure 4 data are plotted over time in order to assess the capability of reproducing the winter monthly mean inter-annual variability for the three SFSs compared to the reanalysis (dotted lines). Solid horizontal lines represent the climatological-period mean values for the three CFSs. Ensemble members spread for the three SFSs are shown using shaded colors. Reanalysis and SFSs are spatially averaged in correspondence of the inner domain centered over Central Italy. Data plotted in Figure 3 concern the capability of SFS ensemble members and ensemble means to reproduce the climatological period statistical distribution (PDF). For this analysis, climatological period spatial means of the three SFSs are considered.
Compared to reanalysis, CFSv2 ensemble produces a flatter-shape distribution with a consistent underestimation of the central distribution values frequency. At the same time, a frequency overestimation characterizes distribution tails, especially over the cold left-tail values. These features generally characterize the three forecast lead times. The downscaled SFSs similarly improve the representation of the winter climatology distribution. Both the central part of the distribution and the distribution tail values are better represented in the RegCM-d1 and RegCM-d2 simulations. No consistent differences between the two downscaled products are found. For what concerns the three different lead times, it can be noticed that the larger improvement from the higher resolution simulations occurs in the first forecast month (December). In fact, though improved when compared to the CFSv2, the central portion of the PDF in January and February is underestimated also in the two downscaled SFSs. In Figure 4 data are plotted over time in order to assess the capability of reproducing the winter monthly mean inter-annual variability for the three SFSs compared to the reanalysis (dotted lines). Solid horizontal lines represent the climatological-period mean values for the three CFSs. Ensemble members spread for the three SFSs are shown using shaded colors. Reanalysis and SFSs are spatially In term of climatological means, CFSv2 seems to reproduce extremely well the reanalysis data over the three lead times. However, it must be considered that it could represent an artifact originated by spatially averaging the negative and positive biases shown in Figure 2 . For what concerns the inter-annual variability, the driving CFSv2 largely underestimates the reanalysis variability. The CFSv2 capability of reproducing the temporal sequence of temperature above or below the mean is fairly poor and also characterized by a relevant ensemble spread which can reach values up to 7-8 • C. Downscaled SFSs improve the information about the inter-annual variability, especially on the second part of the climatological period time series and on the 1-month forecast lead time. The ensemble spread is also consistently reduced. Coherently, where CFSv2 misses to represent extreme monthly values (i.e., largely departing from the climatological mean), the downscaled simulations also fail to represent anomalous monthly values. However, no incoherent signal is introduced in the higher resolution simulations. The anti-phase resulting in the CFSv2 time series is partially adjusted in the downscaled simulations. A comparison between the two downscaled products shows that RegCM-d2 reduces the bias over the mean climatology respect to RegCM-d1, confirming results shown in Figure 2 . However, a large inter-annual variability underestimation characterizing also the two downscaled SFSs can be observed.
That is due to the weak variability signal coming from the large scale produced by the driving CFSv2, whose poor quality is only marginally amplified in the downscaled SFSs. This feature is particularly evident in the 2-and 3-month forecast lead time where, in the downscaled SFSs, the inter-annual variability is deeply underestimated by the downscaled SFSs as well. This suggests that, in the presence of a weak large-scale forcing signal, the regional scale simulations tend to develop its own dynamic, which is mainly driven by orographic forcing, and consequently disclosing poor inter-annual variability.
In order to summarize the inter-annual variability produced in the three SFSs compared to the reanalysis, in Figure 5 we show the mean absolute error (MAE) of the monthly anomalies during the climatological period. However, no incoherent signal is introduced in the higher resolution simulations. The anti-phase resulting in the CFSv2 time series is partially adjusted in the downscaled simulations. A comparison between the two downscaled products shows that RegCM-d2 reduces the bias over the mean climatology respect to RegCM-d1, confirming results shown in Figure 2 . However, a large inter-annual variability underestimation characterizing also the two downscaled SFSs can be observed.
In order to summarize the inter-annual variability produced in the three SFSs compared to the reanalysis, in Figure 5 we show the mean absolute error (MAE) of the monthly anomalies during the climatological period. For each year we calculate, grid-point by grid-point, the difference between the monthly mean anomaly produced by each SFSs and the anomaly produced by the reanalysis (i.e., the anomaly error). Then, the absolute value of the error is computed and then spatially averaged. This procedure is performed for the three months and for each ensemble member. Considering the absolute value of the anomaly error allows us to avoid the previously discussed artifact on the SFS skill originated by spatially averaging negative and positive biases. Box plots represent a statistical distribution built considering the anomaly MAE referred to each ensemble member of the three SFSs. The individual ensemble member anomaly is computed with respect to the member's own climatology. In this way, the ability of reproducing the seasonal mean departure rather than the climate variable physical values is considered.
An overall improvement of the inter-annual variability of the anomalies can be similarly found in the two downscaled SFSs. In fact, a consistent reduction of the MAE can be observed for the two dynamically downscaling especially over the 1 and 3 month forecast lead time. For each year we calculate, grid-point by grid-point, the difference between the monthly mean anomaly produced by each SFSs and the anomaly produced by the reanalysis (i.e., the anomaly error). Then, the absolute value of the error is computed and then spatially averaged. This procedure is performed for the three months and for each ensemble member. Considering the absolute value of the anomaly error allows us to avoid the previously discussed artifact on the SFS skill originated by spatially averaging negative and positive biases. Box plots represent a statistical distribution built considering the anomaly MAE referred to each ensemble member of the three SFSs. The individual ensemble member anomaly is computed with respect to the member's own climatology. In this way, the ability of reproducing the seasonal mean departure rather than the climate variable physical values is considered.
An overall improvement of the inter-annual variability of the anomalies can be similarly found in the two downscaled SFSs. In fact, a consistent reduction of the MAE can be observed for the two dynamically downscaling especially over the 1 and 3 month forecast lead time.
A summary of the deterministic evaluation metrics assessed so far is shown in Table 1 , as an overview of the skill of the three SFSs in reproducing the four statistical moments (mean, 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles) of the reanalysis climatological period. Also, the inter-annual anomaly MAE of the three SFSs joined to the ensemble spread (i.e., standard deviation of the individual ensemble member's MAE) is shown the rightmost column. Here we can see again how the second dynamical downscaling procedure contributes in consistently reducing, roughly halving, the driving CFSv2 biases over the four statistical moments. At the same time, when considering the inter-annual anomaly MAE, the two dynamical downscaling seem to provide a very similar impact, leading to the same MAE reduction (0.3 • C/year). A summary of the deterministic evaluation metrics assessed so far is shown in Table 1 , as an overview of the skill of the three SFSs in reproducing the four statistical moments (mean, 5 th , 50 th , and 95 th percentiles) of the reanalysis climatological period. Also, the inter-annual anomaly MAE of the three SFSs joined to the ensemble spread (i.e., standard deviation of the individual ensemble member's MAE) is shown the rightmost column. Here we can see again how the second dynamical downscaling procedure contributes in consistently reducing, roughly halving, the driving CFSv2 biases over the four statistical moments. At the same time, when considering the inter-annual anomaly MAE, the two dynamical downscaling seem to provide a very similar impact, leading to the same MAE reduction (0.3 °C/year).
(a) The effect produced on the inter-annual variability by the downscaling procedure is further investigated by means of probabilistic forecasts shown through tercile plots in Figure 6a -c for the CFSv2, RegCM-d1, and RegCM-d2 respectively. Here we can see the probabilistic skills of the CFSv2 and the two downscaled SFS simulations in reproducing the inter-annual sequence of anomalous conditions for the three forecast lead times. Each plot shows the year-by-year predicted probability (gray to black shade) of below-the average, normal, and above-the-average conditions represented by three terciles compared to the tercile produced by the reanalysis (red circles). The probability is here defined as the frequency (i.e., the portion) of the twelve ensemble members predicting one of the three terciles. More in detail, the first tercile bin includes monthly means ≤33rd percentile, second tercile monthly means ≥ 33rd and ≤ 66th percentile and third tercile monthly means ≥66th percentile. For each ensemble member, the three terciles are derived from its own specific climatological period statistical distribution. This analysis allows to investigate to what extent downscaling can modify the probabilistic inter-annual variability resulting from the global-scale CSFv2. While a general agreement between the global-scale and regional-scale can be seen, there are some cases where downscaled SFSs improve the probability of colder or warmer than average conditions mainly in December (e.g., 1998, 2000, and 2001) and very few times in February (e.g., 1993). In other cases, there is a reduction of probability of wrongly predicted anomalous conditions, again mainly in December.
At the same time, the downscaled SFSs are not able to significantly improve the probabilistic prediction, especially in the 2-month lead time (January). Overall, the downscaled SFSs seems to not show any substantial difference in the probabilistic forecast skill.
Finally, a second kind of probabilistic forecast evaluation metric is proposed through the reliability diagrams displayed in Figure 7a ,b.
Reliability diagrams inform about the capability of a probabilistic forecast system to reproduce the observed frequencies of a particular event (i.e., occurrence of cold (warm) tercile temperature) conditioned to its forecast probability:
where i is the forecast probability bins (0, . . . , 1) and j, in the specific case of a binary event, can only take on a 1 or 0 value for occurrence (1) or not occurrence (0) of the considered event.
The first part of the factorization refers to the conditional distribution (i.e., frequency) of the observed event given the single probabilistic forecasts issued (i.e., given that the event was predicted at a certain probability, what has been observed?).
Let us suppose that the seasonal forecast probability for event e is equal to 0.9. In a reliable seasonal forecast system, e actually occurs in approximately 90% of the cases where e was predicted with a probability of 0.9. That is, a perfectly reliable forecast is when the predicted probability is equal to the conditional observed frequency, i.e., with the dots in the graph following the diagonal line. The second part of the factorization introduces the marginal distribution forecast, which represents the frequency of the forecast probability and provides information about the resolution (or sharpness) of the forecast. Reliability diagrams inform about the capability of a probabilistic forecast system to reproduce the observed frequencies of a particular event (i.e., occurrence of cold (warm) tercile temperature) conditioned to its forecast probability:
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Where i is the forecast probability bins (0,…,1) and j, in the specific case of a binary event, can only take on a 1 or 0 value for occurrence (1) or not occurrence (0) of the considered event.
Let us suppose that the seasonal forecast probability for event e is equal to 0.9. In a reliable seasonal forecast system, e actually occurs in approximately 90% of the cases where e was predicted with a probability of 0.9. That is, a perfectly reliable forecast is when the predicted probability is equal to the conditional observed frequency, i.e., with the dots in the graph following the diagonal line. The second part of the factorization introduces the marginal distribution forecast, which represents the frequency of the forecast probability and provides information about the resolution (or sharpness) of the forecast.
Reliability is derived considering as reference value the climatological period frequency of the considered event. In our case, considering the cold (lower) and warm (upper) terciles, the long-term climatological simulated and observed frequency of e is one-third (0.3) indicated by the vertical and horizontal lines respectively. The dashed line identifies the delimitation between skillful and unskillful forecast. The area included between the dashed line and the vertical line represents the skillful forecast area. The latter is defined as the portion of the graph where the Brier skill score (BSS) is positive. BSS itself is defined as the mean Reliability is derived considering as reference value the climatological period frequency of the considered event. In our case, considering the cold (lower) and warm (upper) terciles, the long-term climatological simulated and observed frequency of e is one-third (0.3) indicated by the vertical and horizontal lines respectively. The dashed line identifies the delimitation between skillful and unskillful forecast. The area included between the dashed line and the vertical line represents the skillful forecast area. The latter is defined as the portion of the graph where the Brier skill score (BSS) is positive. BSS itself is defined as the mean squared error of the probability forecasts. Also, it is positive if the forecast is better of the reference forecast, which is given by the climatological period probability (0.3) (see e.g., [37, 38] ).
By comparing the reliability diagrams for the three forecasting systems, we can observe that for the cold (lower) tercile, the downscaling generally improves the climatological period reliability. More in detail, for the December month, according to the reference classification in [38] , we can attribute a useful reliability category to both the downscaled systems. However, noteworthy improvement in the downscaled systems mainly characterizes the December month forecasts. In fact, in January, no substantial improvement can be observed compared to the CFSv2 which, in any case, provides a still marginally useful seasonal forecast. Reliability of the three systems sensibly decreases in the third lead time month forecast. In February, a negative relation between forecast probability and the conditioned observed frequency results shows that CFSv2 is not a useful forecast product. The downscaled systems only marginally improve the CFSv2's poor results, in any case, without producing useful reliability.
Similar results have been obtained considering the reliability diagrams referred to in the warm (upper) temperature tercile. Also, in this case, we can observe a progressive degradation of the forecast reliability along the three lead times. It is also noteworthy how the downscaling is able to marginally improve the CFSv2 reliability but, again, mainly in the December month. Differently from the lower tercile results, downscaled systems are not able to improve the negative reliability characterizing the February month.
Precipitation Assessment
Before assessing the precipitation mean bias of the SFSs, it is worth considering the daily mean precipitation spatial pattern characterizing the climatological period for the reanalysis, CFSv2, RegCM-d1, and RegCM-d2 (Figure 8 ). For the sake of comparison, all the three forecast products have been interpolated on a common resolution grid of 50 km, corresponding to the resolution of the reanalysis data set. From the reanalysis, December results on average the rainiest month (with values up to 4 mm/day). A relative drier area (1-2 mm/day) can be observed in the eastern side of Apennines ridge, which is known to exert a blocking effect to the humid flux of south-westerly air masses. The low resolution of the CFSv2 leads to a rough representation of the precipitation pattern. In this context, the poor representation of precipitation magnitude and spatial patterns drastically reduce the usability of current global-scale SFSs in any impact modeling research (e.g., hydrological modeling). The first RegCM downscaling introduces some spatial details, coherently to what shown by reanalysis. However, it could be also observed a consistent underestimation of spatial variability and also an underestimation of the precipitation on the western side of Apennines ridge. In this case also, the coarse resolution leads to a poor precipitation reproduction, being orography one of the most relevant precipitation forcing in this region. As expected, the orographical forcing on the precipitation pattern is consistently improved by the RegCM-d2. We can see a finer representation of the rainiest area located in the land points of the south-westerly portion of the domain. For the sake of comparison, all the three forecast products have been interpolated on a common resolution grid of 50 km, corresponding to the resolution of the reanalysis data set. From the reanalysis, December results on average the rainiest month (with values up to 4 mm/day). A relative drier area (1-2 mm/day) can be observed in the eastern side of Apennines ridge, which is known to exert a blocking effect to the humid flux of south-westerly air masses. The low resolution of the CFSv2 leads to a rough representation of the precipitation pattern. In this context, the poor representation of precipitation magnitude and spatial patterns drastically reduce the usability of current global-scale SFSs in any impact modeling research (e.g., hydrological modeling). The first RegCM downscaling introduces some spatial details, coherently to what shown by reanalysis. However, it could be also observed a consistent underestimation of spatial variability and also an underestimation of the precipitation on the western side of Apennines ridge. In this case also, the coarse resolution leads to a poor precipitation reproduction, being orography one of the most relevant precipitation forcing in this region. As expected, the orographical forcing on the precipitation pattern is consistently improved by the RegCM-d2. We can see a finer representation of the rainiest area located in the land points of the south-westerly portion of the domain.
In Figure 9 , over the land points, the RegCM-d2 reduces the dry bias characterizing December and February months. Here, the biases are generally in the range of ±1 mm/day. However, the consistent dry bias (up to -3 mm/day) over sea grid points, found in the driving CFSv2, is preserved also in the downscaled SFSs, especially in the RegCM-d2 product. Furthermore, for the second downscaling, the dry bias over the borders of the domain corresponds to the numerical disturbance produced by the nesting also observed for the temperature case. In Figure 9 , over the land points, the RegCM-d2 reduces the dry bias characterizing December and February months. Here, the biases are generally in the range of ±1 mm/day. However, the consistent dry bias (up to -3 mm/day) over sea grid points, found in the driving CFSv2, is preserved also in the downscaled SFSs, especially in the RegCM-d2 product. Furthermore, for the second downscaling, the dry bias over the borders of the domain corresponds to the numerical disturbance produced by the nesting also observed for the temperature case. In Figure 10 the probability density functions (PDFs) of precipitation climatology for the ensemble means and each ensemble member for the three SFSs are compared to the reanalysis. Differently from what observed for the temperature, global CFSv2 well reproduces the reanalysis statistical properties and, at the same time, no clear improvements are shown by the downscaled SFSs. In Figure 10 the probability density functions (PDFs) of precipitation climatology for the ensemble means and each ensemble member for the three SFSs are compared to the reanalysis. Differently from what observed for the temperature, global CFSv2 well reproduces the reanalysis statistical properties and, at the same time, no clear improvements are shown by the downscaled SFSs. Looking at the ensemble mean, the RegCM-d2 is characterized by a slight overestimation of the low precipitation coupled to an underestimation of the high-to-heavy precipitation events frequency. This is particularly evident in December followed by February. In January, RegCM-d2 fairly outperforms the RegCM-d1. Figure 11 shows the spatial-averaged monthly mean time series for the climatological period. As for the temperature, the monthly mean inter-annual variability and climatological mean of the reanalysis are compared with the three SFSs.
Climate 2019, 7, 120 19 of 27 Figure 11 . The same as in Figure 4 but for the precipitation. Figure 11 shows the spatial-averaged monthly mean time series for the climatological period. As for the temperature, the monthly mean inter-annual variability and climatological mean of the reanalysis are compared with the three SFSs.
CFSv2 ensemble mean heavily underestimates the climatological period mean (in December) and inter-annual variability over the three forecast lead times. A flatter inter-annual variability compared to the reanalysis is particularly evident for January and February. However, these two latter months shows an ensemble mean of the climatological period much closer to the reanalysis, even though characterized by a large ensemble spread. For what concerns the impact of the two downscaling, RegCM-d1 and d2 similarly fail to noticeably improve CFSv2 results. This is especially true for the inter-annual variability that is inherited by the driving CFSv2 and constantly underestimated on the three lead time forecast months. Downscaled simulations reduce the ensemble spread and RegCM-d2 CFSv2 ensemble mean heavily underestimates the climatological period mean (in December) and inter-annual variability over the three forecast lead times. A flatter inter-annual variability compared to the reanalysis is particularly evident for January and February. However, these two latter months shows an ensemble mean of the climatological period much closer to the reanalysis, even though characterized by a large ensemble spread. For what concerns the impact of the two downscaling, RegCM-d1 and d2 similarly fail to noticeably improve CFSv2 results. This is especially true for the inter-annual variability that is inherited by the driving CFSv2 and constantly underestimated on the three lead time forecast months. Downscaled simulations reduce the ensemble spread and RegCM-d2 ensemble mean climatology results very close to the reanalysis. As already partially observed for the temperature, and even more for the precipitation, the weak variability signal coming from the driving global model is preserved and not correctly amplified by the downscaling.
The lack of improvement in the forecast skill provided by the downscaled products is confirmed in Figure 12 , that shows the ensemble anomaly MAE derived as described in the temperature results section.
Climate 2019, 7, 120 20 of 27 Figure 12 . The same as in Figure 5 but for the precipitation.
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Also, through the probabilistic forecast analysis shown in the tercile plots of Figure 13 , a substantial low capability of reproducing the inter-annual variability of precipitation anomalies is confirmed. A further confirmation is obtained when considering reliability diagrams (not shown) where none of the three systems seem to improve the probabilistic forecast obtained considering the no-skill climatological reference.
Finally, especially for the precipitation, we have to remark the intrinsic limits regarding the quality of the precipitation reanalysis when used as a reference product. In fact, as shown in [36] , the coarse resolution of the data set strongly limits the representation of regional-scale precipitation, in particular over sea areas.
Summary and Conclusions
This work investigates the potentially added value of dynamical downscaling in the context of regional scale seasonal climate forecasts over Central Italy. At this aim, a regional climate model (RegCM4.1) has been used to dynamically downscale global scale seasonal forecast provided by the NCEP-CFSv2. A two-step downscaling has been performed on twelve-member winter season (December, January, and February) ensemble for a 22-year reference period . The first one downscales CFSv2 from 100 to 60 km resolution over European domain (RegCM-d1) and the resulting simulations drive the second downscaling with a 12 Figure 13 . The same as in Figure 6 but for the precipitation. Tercile plots for the CFSv2, RegCM-d1, and RegCM-d2 temperature winter months climatology (sub panels (a), (b), and (c) respectively).
This work investigates the potentially added value of dynamical downscaling in the context of regional scale seasonal climate forecasts over Central Italy. At this aim, a regional climate model (RegCM4.1) has been used to dynamically downscale global scale seasonal forecast provided by the NCEP-CFSv2. A two-step downscaling has been performed on twelve-member winter season (December, January, and February) ensemble for a 22-year reference period . The first one downscales CFSv2 from 100 to 60 km resolution over European domain (RegCM-d1) and the resulting simulations drive the second downscaling with a 12 km resolution over Central Italy (RegCM-d2). Winter season months temperature at 2 m and precipitation forecasts from the CFSv2 and the two downscaled forecasts have been assessed and evaluated considering NCEP reanalysis CFSR as reference product.
Mean bias spatial distribution, probability density functions (PDFs) reproduction, inter-annual anomaly mean absolute error (MAE), and probabilistic metrics represented tercile plots and reliability diagrams have been considered as quality measures. The three seasonal forecast products have been evaluated over the inner common domain over Central Italy.
The CFSv2 ensemble is affected by relevant temperature mean biases over the climatological period ranging from about −5 • C (over sea grid points) to about +6 • C (over Apennines grid points). The first downscaling partially reduces CFSv2 biases. However, significant warm biases still characterize the most complex orography areas. The largest improvement in winter temperature climatology reproduction is obtained through the second downscaling which succeeds in consistently removing the biases characterizing the coarser scale SFSs. Residual biases are generally enclosed between −1 and +1 • C.
Differently, when we consider the spatial-averaged climatological period statistical distribution, the two downscaling perform very similarly in adjusting both the distribution central portion and tails toward the reanalysis distribution.
The two downscaled ensembles monthly mean time series similarly show a reduction of the inter-model spread from the climatological period ensemble means. The reanalysis inter-annual variability is still consistently underestimated and for the larger part inherited by the driving global-scale CFSv2. At the same time, again similarly in the two downscaled simulations, a consistent decrease of the cumulative inter-annual anomaly MAE results, especially for December where the CFSv2 anomaly MAE of~2 • C is reduced to 1.5 • C in the RegCM-d1 and RegCM-d2 SFSs.
Considering probabilistic metrics (i.e., tercile plots and reliability diagrams) the following aspects have to be underlined:
(i) The reliability of the driving CFSv2 decreases along the forecast lead time with very poor performance in correspondence of the third-month lead time (February);
(ii) The downscaling marginally improved the reliability of the CFSv2 forecasts. This has been especially observed for December, where the downscaled simulations provide useful predictions according to the reference reliability classification in [38] ;
(iii) The beneficial impact of the downscaling results mainly in the forecasts of the lower (cold) tercile;
(iv) Coherently to what was obtained for the inter-annual variability analysis, the second downscaling provides similar skill compared to the first downscaling.
If we analyze the downscaling of precipitation, the increase of resolution does not generally improve the forecast quality in terms of both deterministic and probabilistic metrics. Only a slightly improved representation of the orography-driven precipitation spatial pattern can be observed in the second downscaling (Figure 8) . A summary of the deterministic metrics shows that RegCM-d1 provides similar MAEs when compared to the CFSv2 while severe precipitation is substantially underestimated by the higher resolution RegCM-d2. However, it is noteworthy that anomaly inter-annual variability MAE is not degraded in both of the dynamical downscaling. Also, when considering probabilistic metrics (i.e., tercile plots), the downscaling does not provide any substantial improvement when compared to the global-scale CFSv2.
In agreement with recent studies [23, 39, 40] , the precipitation results seem to confirm the evidence that an increased resolution, if on the one hand, at least in principle, ensures an improved physical values reproduction (e.g., smaller mean bias), on the other hand does not necessarily improve the forecast skill intended as a better representation of the inter-annual variability.
These findings underline that the more computationally expensive second downscaling entails, on the one hand, an improved representation of climatological period mean temperature physical values, but, on the other hand, fails to improve inter-annual variability compared to the first, computationally cheaper, downscaling for both temperature and precipitation. From an operational perspective, this evidence could suggest to aim at configurations where only one downscaling, at an intermediate resolution (e.g., 25 km), would be performed.
However, sensitivity tests (e.g., considering different cumulus convection schemes) are required to properly define the potential added value of a second downscaling, and will be performed in future studies.
In the context of the lack of noticeable added value provided by the precipitation downscaled simulations, we also acknowledge another relevant aspect represented by the nested runs spin-up time not considered in the present study. This latter represents a portion of simulation devoted to reach equilibrium between e.g., humidity, soil moisture, and heat exchanges, that can play a crucial role for the seasonal predictions in terms of temperature and especially precipitation patterns. However, mainly for the soil, this may take up to a few months and further increase the computing sources demand.
Further research efforts should also be devoted to test the seasonal predictability over the same domain, while deriving initial and boundary conditions from a different global-scale seasonal forecast system (i.e., ECMWF, [13] ). Also, while using the same global-scale driving global model, the impact of dynamical downscaling component can be tested through considering different high-resolution numerical models (i.e., AR-WRF, [41] ).
Besides the dynamical approach also the capability of empirical-statistical downscaling techniques could also be explored. In this context recent studies (e.g., [40] ) compared dynamical and statistical approaches. The latter, that can be discerned according to the model output statistics and perfect prognosis principles, have been shown to successfully reduce model biases during the calibration (past) period. However, it is worth underlining that the reduction of biases produced by statistical downscaling is a direct result of the calibration phase based on observations, where statistical downscaling is expected to reduce biases by construction. In fact, they have been found to provide irrelevant quality/skill improvement in terms of essential aspects of the inter-annual variability reproduction [39] .
As already mentioned, in operational systems, the choice between the statistical and dynamical approaches to refine regional-scale climate information is a relevant strategic aspect. If, on the one hand, physical-based dynamical approaches generally, at least in principle, offer more consistent basis, they require a considerable investment in terms of computational time and facilities. On the other hand, statistical approaches are computationally cheap and can be performed without the need of particularly advanced computational infrastructures. However, it should be underlined that statistical and dynamical methods should not be seen as alternative, but rather an integrated approach should be preferred.
Regardless the downscaling approach considered (dynamical or statistical), it should be stressed that a consistent part of the improvements achievable in the seasonal forecasts at the regional scale will be in any case a function of improvements involving the driving large-scale. In this regard, in recent years the global-scale forecasting systems are showing an encouraging improvement to the representation and prediction of large-scale teleconnections. However, it is still not translating into an improved reliability of inter-seasonal anomalies variability over the mid-latitudes [42] . 
